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1. INTRODUCTION
We recall the definition of a Probabilistic Normed Space, PN space
w x briefly, as given in 1 , together with the notation that will be needed see
w x.10 .
 . w xA distribution function s d.f. is a function F : R ª 0, 1 that is nonde-
 .  .creasing and left-continuous on R; moreover, F y` s 0 and F q` s 1.
 4Here R [ R j y`, q` . The set of all the d.f.'s will be denoted by D
 .and the subset of those d.f.'s, called distance d. f.'s, such that F 0 s 0, by
Dq. We shall also consider D and Dq, the subsets of D and Dq,
respectively, formed by the proper d.f.'s, i.e., by those d.f.'s F g D that
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satisfy the conditions
lim F x s 0 and lim F x s 1. .  .
xªy` xªq`
q  .The first of these is obviously satisfied in all of D since, in it, F 0 s 0.
 .  .By setting F F G whenever F x F G x for every x g R, one introduces
a natural ordering in D and in Dq. The maximal element for Dq in this
order is the d.f. given by
0, if x F 0,
e x [ .0  1, if x ) 0.
w xThe space D can be metrized in several ways 12, 9, 11, 14 , but we shall
x xhere adopt the Sibley metric d . If F and G are d.f.'s and h is in 0, 1 , letS
 .F, G; h denote the condition
1 1
F x y h y h F G x F F x q h q h for all x g y , . .  .  .
h h
Then the Sibley metric d is defined byS
x xd F , G [ inf h g 0, 1 : both F , G; h and G, F ; h hold . 4 .  .  .S
A triangle function is a binary operation on Dq, namely a function
t : Dq= Dqª Dq that is associative, commutative, nondecreasing in each
place and which has e as unit, viz. for all F, G, H g Dq0
t t F , G , H s t F , t G, H .  . .  .
t F , G s t G, F .  .
t F , H F t G, H if F F G .  .
t F , e s F . .0
DEFINITION 1.1. A Probabilistic Normed Space, briefly a PN space, is a
 U . Uquadruple V, n , t , t , in which V is a linear space, t and t are
continuous triangle functions with t F t U and n , and the probabilistic
norm is a map n : V ª Dq such that
 .N1 n s e if, and only if, p s u , u being the null vector in V;p 0
 .N2 n s n for every p g V;yp p
 .  .N3 n G t n , n for all p, q g V;pqq p q
 . U  . w xN4 n F t n , n for every a g 0, 1 and for every p g V.p a p 1ya . p
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 .If, instead of N1 , we only have n s e , then we shall speak of au 0
Probabilistic Pseudo Normed Space, briefly a PPN space. If the inequality
 .  .N4 is replaced by the equality n s t n , n , then the PN space isp M a p 1ya . p
Ï Ï  .called a Serstne¨ space; in a Serstnev space, a condition stronger than N2
holds, namely
j Ï;l / 0 ;p g V , n s n . S .l p p  /< <l
 .  .Here j is the identity map on R, i.e., j x [ x x g R .
 U .There is a natural topology in a PN space V, n , t , t , called the strong
topology; it is defined, for t ) 0, by the neighbourhoods
I t [ q g V : n t ) 1 y t s q g V : d n , e - t . .  .  . 4  4p qyp s qyp 0
w xIn 5 , the present authors have introduced different concepts of bound-
 U .edness for linear operators between two PN spaces V , n , t , t and1 1 1
 X U .V , n , t , t and studied their relationship with the property of continu-2 2 2
 U .ity. We recall that a set A in a PN space V, n , t , t is said to be bounded
if its probabilistic radius R belongs to Dq, whereA
y w wl inf n x : p g A , x g 0, q` , . 4pR x [ .A  1, x s q`.
y  .Here l f x denotes the left limit of the function f at the point x,
y  .  .l f x [ lim f t .t ª xy
In the following we shall investigate the properties of different spaces of
linear operators between PN spaces; in so doing we shall also extend and
w xmake precise the results by BocsËan and Radu 3, 7, 8 who worked only in
Ïthe special Serstnev spaces in which the triangle function t is of the form
w xt s t where T is a continuous t-norm 10 . We shall also refer to ourT
w xpaper 4 .
2. CLASSES OF LINEAR OPERATORS
 U .  X U .Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces and let L s1 1 1 2 2 2
 .L V , V be the vector space of linear operators V : V ª V . Also let us1 2 1 2
denote by
 .}L s L V , V the subset of L formed by the linear boundedb b 1 2
operators from V to V ,1 2
 .}L s L V , V the subset of L formed by the linear continuousc c 1 2
operators from V to V .1 2
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 .}L s L V , V the subset of L formed by the linear continuousbc bc 1 2
and bounded operators from V to V .1 2
 U .  X U .Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces. As was shown in1 1 1 2 2 2
w x2 , PN spaces are not necessarily topological linear spaces. Therefore, that
the subsets L , L , and L are linear subspaces of L has to be proved.b c bc
This is quite easy in the case of L , where the usual proof supplementedc
w xby the results in 2 leads to the result that we state as a theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.1. L V , V is a ¨ector subspace of L.c 1 2
However, the sets L and L are not necessarily linear subspaces of L.b bc
A sufficient condition for this is given by the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. If the triangle function t maps Dq= Dq into Dq, i.e., if2
 q q. q  .  .t D , D ; D , then L V , V and L V , V are ¨ector subspaces of2 b 1 2 bc 1 2
 .L V , V .1 2
 .Proof. It suffices to show that L V , V is a vector space. In thisb 1 2
proof, we shall always denote a bounded subset of V by A.1
 U .Let T and T be two bounded linear maps from V , n , t , t into1 2 1 1 1
 X U . X XV , n , t , t . Then, by definition of boundedness, both R and R are2 2 2 T A T A1 2
in Dq. Since, for every p g A, one has
n X G t n X , n X G t RX , RX .  .T pqT p 2 T p T p 2 T A T A1 2 1 2 1 2
which belongs to Dq, also RX belongs to Dq and T q T isT qT . A 1 21 2
bounded.
 .  .Now let a g R and T g L V , V . Because of N2 , it suffices tob 1 2
consider the case a G 0. If either a s 0 or a s 1, then aT is bounded.
Proceeding by induction, assume that aT is bounded, i.e., that RX g Dqa T A
for a s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 with n g N. Then, for every p g A,
n X G t n X , n X .nT p 2 ny1.T p T p
and hence
RX G t RX , RX .nT A 2 ny1.T A T A
so that RX g Dq and nT is bounded. Therefore nT is bounded fornT A
every positive integer n. If a is not a positive integer, there is n g Zq
w xsuch that n y 1 - a - n; therefore by Lemma 2 in 6 , for every p g A
one has
n X F n XnT P a T p
whence
RX F RX ,nT A a T A
which means that aT is bounded.
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3. PROBABILISTIC NORMS FOR OPERATORS
The following result is crucial for our purposes.
A . XTHEOREM 3.1. If A is a subset of V and n T [ R , then the1 T A
 A U .quadruple L, n , t , t is a PPN space. Con¨ergence in the probabilistic2 2
pseudonorm n A is equi¨ alent to uniform con¨ergence of operators on A.
 . Proof. For N1 , if Q is the null operator i.e., Qp s u for every2
. Xp g V , u being the null vector of V then R s e .1 2 2 Q A. 0
 .  .Property N2 is obvious. As for N3 , if S and T belong to L, then, by
definition of n A,
t n A S , n A T F t n X , n X F n X .  .  . .2 2 S p T p SqT . p
for every p g A so that
t n A S , n A T F RX s n A S q T . .  .  . .2 SqT . A
 . w xFor N4 , if a g 0, 1 and T g L, then, for every p g A,
n A T s RX F n X F t U n X , n X . .  .T A T p 2 a T p 1ya .T p
Therefore, since t U is nondecreasing in each variable,2
n A T F t U ly inf n X , ly inf n X . 2 a T p 1ya .T p /
pgA pgA
s t U n A aT , n A 1 y a T . .  . . .2
 A U .This proves that L, n , t , t is a PN space.2 2
 A U . A .Assume T ª T in the topology of L, n , t , t ; since n T y T Fn 2 2 n
n X for every p g A, then, for every p g A,T pyT pn
d n X , e F d n A T y T , e .  . .S T pyT p 0 S n 0n
which implies T p ª Tp uniformly in p g A.n
Conversely, assume T ª T uniformly on A, namely for every h ) 0,n
 .there exists n s n h g N such that, for every n G n and for all p g A0 0 0
h
Xd n , e - .S T pyT p 0n 2
or, equivalently,
h h
Xn ) 1 y .T pyT p  /n 2 2
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Therefore, for every n G n ,0
h h
A An T y T h G n T y T G 1 y ) 1 y h , .  .  .n n  /2 2
i.e.,
Ad n T y T , e - h . . .S n 0
 A U .We give a condition that ensures that L, n , t , t is a PN space. We2 2
 . shall assume that A contains a Hamel or algebraic basis for V see, e.g.,1
w x.13 .
THEOREM 3.2. If A ; V contains a Hamel basis for V , then the quadru-1 1
 A U .ple L, n , t , t is a PN space whose topology is stronger than that of2 2
simple con¨ergence for operators, i.e.,
n A T y T ª e « ;p g V n X ª e . .n 0 1 T pyT p 0n
 A U .Proof. One knows from Theorem 3.1 that L, n , t , t is a PPN2 2
A .space and that n T s e implies Tp s u for every p g A. If p does0 2
 . not belong to A, then there exist n p g N, a g R, p g A j sj j
 .. n p.1, 2, . . . , n p such that p s  a p . Thereforejs1 j j
 .  .  .n p n p n p
Tp s T a p s a Tp s a u s u .  j j j j j 2 2 /js1 js1 js1
Thus Tp s u for every p g V , i.e., T s Q.2 1
 A U .If T ª T in the topology of L, n , t , t then, as in the proof ofn 2 2
Theorem 3.1, T p ª Tp for every p g A. If p does not belong to A, writen
p s n p.a p . Since the operations of vector addition and multiplicationjs1 j j
w xby a fixed scalar are continuous in a PN space 2 , then we obtain
 .n p
T p s T a pn n j j /js1
 .  .  .n p n p n p6s a T p a Tp s T a p s Tp.  j n j j j j jnªq`  /js1 js1 js1
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 still hold when the first space is any space
endowed with a topology.
 A U .COROLLARY 3.1. If A is an absorbing subset of V , then L, n , t , t is1 2 2
a PN space; con¨ergence in the probabilistic norm n A is equi¨ alent to
uniform con¨ergence of operators on A.
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Proof. As the second statement has the same proof as in Theorem 3.1,
we shall only prove the first one. To this end we shall show that an
absorbing set A contains a Hamel basis for V .1
Let B be a Hamel basis for V and let p belong to B; since A is1
absorbing, there exists a scalar a such that a p belongs to A. Thenp p
X  4B [ a p : p g B is a Hamel basis for V .p 1
The probabilistic norm n V1 is the analogue of the usual operator norm.
 V1 U .COROLLARY 3.2. The topology of the PN space L, n , t , t is equi¨ a-2 2
lent to that of uniform con¨ergence of operators.
It ought to be noticed that the results we have just presented are
w xstronger than the analogous ones given by Radu 7 in the special case of
Ïthose Serstnev spaces in which t s t , in that in the present note theT
operators of L are only assumed to be linear and not also continuous.
  . U .In general, L V , V , n , t , t need not be a PN space since thebc 1 2 F 2 2
 . X  .condition n T s e is equivalent to n s e for every p g s F , i.e.,F 0 T p 0
 .Tp s u for every p g s F . This latter condition is satisfied by every2
 .T g L V , V different from the null element Q and whose kernelbc 1 2
 .contains s F . In this direction an extreme example is provided below.
EXAMPLE. Let F and G be two d.f.'s belonging to Dq both different
from e and e and such that the relationship F F G does not hold.0 `
 w x.  .  X U .Consider as in 4 the PN spaces V , G, M and V , n , t , t , the first1 2 2 2
  .of which is equilateral; then consider the equilateral space L V , V ,bc 1 2
U .  .n , t , t , where, for every T g L V , V ,F 2 2 bc 1 2
n T s lyinf n X : n G F s e . 4 .F T p p 0
  . U .Since n s G for every p / u , L V , V , n , t , t is a PN space if,p bc 1 2 F 2 2
 .and only if, L V , V consists only of the null operator Q.bc 1 2
In the following we shall consider maps c : Dqª Dq that satisfy some
of the properties:
c e s e ; 1 .  .0 0
c F F c F if F F F F , F g Dq ; 2 .  .  . .1 2 1 2 1 2
 U .  X U .if V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t are two PN spaces and if T1 1 1 2 2 2
 .belongs to L V , V , then1 1
c n F n for all p g V ; 3 .  .p T p 1
c is continuous in e with respect to the weak topology, i.e., 4 .0
d F , e ª 0 « d c F ,c e ª 0; .  .  . .S n 0 S n 0
c Dq ; Dq. 5 .  .
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Also we shall need the following classes of mappings c : Dqª Dq
 q q  .  .  .4V [ c : D ª D satisfies properties 1 , 2 , and 3 ;T
c  q q  .  .  .  .4V [ c : D ª D satisfies properties 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ;T
b  q q  .  .  .  .4V [ c : D ª D satisfies properties 1 , 2 , 3 , and 5 ;T
bc  q q  .  .4V [ c : D ª D satisfies properties 1 through 5 .T
Clearly Vbc s Vc l Vb ; Vc j Vb ; V .T T T T T T
q  .  U .For F g D , let s F denote the subset of the PN space V , n , t , t1 1 1
bounded by F, viz.
s F [ p g V : n G F . 4 . 1 p
 . q qIf T is in L V , V define f : D ª D via1 2 T
f F [ n s F . T s RX . .  .T Ts F .
Starting from the probabilistic pseudonorm introduced in Theorem 3.1,
in the next two theorems we provide characterizations of the classes of
linear operators studied in the previous section.
 U .  X U .THEOREM 3.3. Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces1 1 1 2 2 2
 .and let T be in L V , V . Then1 2
 .a f belongs to V ;T T
 .  . cb T is in L V , V if , and only if , f belongs to V ;c 1 2 T T
 .  . bc T is in L V , V if , and only if , f belongs to V ;b 1 2 T T
 .  . bcd T is in L V , V if , and only if , f belongs to V .bc 1 2 T T
 .  .  . s e 0 . . u 14 .Proof. a 1 f e s n T s n T s e .T 0 0
 .  .2 Let F F F . Then p g s F implies n G F G F and hence1 2 2 p 2 1
 .  .  .p g s F , so that s F ; s F . Thus1 2 1
f F s n s F2 . T s RX G RX s n s F1. T s f F . .  .  .  .T 2 Ts F . Ts F . T 12 1
 .  .3 For every p g V one has p g s n , whence, by definition,1 p
f n s ly inf n X F n X . .T p T q T p
 .qgs np
 .  .b Assume that f satisfies 4 and let h ) 0; then there existsT
 .   . .  .d s d h ) 0 such that d f F , e - h whenever d F, e - d . OnS T 0 S 0
 .  .the other hand, it follows from a that f satisfies 3 so that one has, forT
every p g V ,1
d n X , e F d f n , e . .  . .S T p 0 S T p 0
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 .  X .Therefore, if d n , e - d then d n , e - h, in other words, T isS p 0 S T p 0
continuous.
Conversely, let T be continuous; then, for every h ) 0, there exists
 .  X .  .d s d h ) 0 such that d n , e - hr2 whenever d n , e - d . As-S T p 0 S p 0
 .sume now F ª e in the weak topology, i.e., d F , e ª 0. Because ofn 0 S n 0
 .  .the definition of f F , for all x ) 0 there exists p g s F such thatT n hr2 n
h
Xf F x G n x y . 6 .  .  .  .T n T phr2 2
 .Since F ª e , one has d F , e - d provided n is large enough, sayn 0 S n 0
 .n G n for a suitable n s n d g N. Therefore, for every n G n and for0 0 0 0
 .every p g s F ,n
d n , e F d F , e - d , .  .S p 0 S n 0
 X .  w  .x.and hence d n , e - hr2. As a consequence see 10, 4.3.4 , forS T p 0
n G n ,0
h h
Xn ) 1 yT p  /2 2
 .  .for every p g s F ; in particular, from 6 , one hasN
h h h
Xf F h G f F G n y ) 1 y h , .  .  .T n T n T p /  /hr22 2 2
  . .viz, d f F , e - h for every n G n .S T n 0 0
 . q  .c Let T be bounded and let F be in D . Then s F is bounded
 .  . X qand so is Ts F ; therefore f F s R is in D . Conversely, if A is aT Ts F .
nonempty bounded set of V , then R belongs to Dq and n G R for1 A p A
 . X X  .every p g A, so that A ; s R . Therefore R G R s f R gA T A Ts R . T AA
Dq, whence T is bounded.
 .  .  .d This now follows from b and c .
The following result can be proved in a similar manner; therefore its
proof will not be given.
 U .  X U .THEOREM 3.4. Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces1 1 1 2 2 2
 .and let T be in L V , V . Then1 2
 .  . ca T is in L V , V if , and only if , V / B;c 1 2 T
 .  . bb T is in L V , V if , and only if , V / B;b 1 2 T
 .  . bcc T is in L V , V if , and only if , V / B.bc 1 2 T
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q  .THEOREM 3.5. If F is in D and T is in L V , V , then1 2
 .  .   . 4a f F s max c F : c g V ;T T
 .  .  .   . c 4b if T is in L V , V , then f F s max c F : c g V ;c 1 2 T T
 .  .  .   . b 4c if T is in L V , V , then f F s max c F : c g V ;b 1 2 T T
 .  .  .   . bc4d if T is in L V , V , then f F s max c F : c g V .bc 1 2 T T
 .  .   . 4Proof. Let T be in L V , V and set n T [ sup c F : c g V . By1 2 F T
 .  .definition, n T G c F for every c g V , so that, by Theorem 3.3.F T
 .  .n T G f F .F T
X  .On the other hand one has n G c n for every p g V and for everyT p p 1
c g V , so thatT
n X G c n G c F .  .T p p
 .  .for every p g s F . Thus one has, for every p g s F ,
n X G sup c F : c g V s n T 4 .  .T p T F
and hence
f F s lyinf n X : p g s F G n T . .  .  . 4T T p F
The proof of the remaining assertion is similar.
 U .  X U .  Y U .THEOREM 3.6. Let V , n , t , t , V , n , t , t , and V , n , t , t be1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3
 .three PN spaces and let T and T be linear operators in L V , V and1 2 1 2
 .  .L V , V , respecti¨ ely. Then T (T belongs to L V , V and2 3 2 1 1 3
f G f (f . 7 .T (T T T2 1 1 2
 .Proof. We need only prove inequality 7 , or, equivalently,
RY G RY X 8 .T (T .s F . T s R .2 1 2 T s F ..1
q  .for every F g D . Since A ; s R for every set A, we have, in particu-A
  ..  X .lar, T s F ; s R , which implies1 T s F ..1
XT (T s F s T T s F ; T s R , .  .  . .  .2 1 2 1 2 T s F ..1
 .an inclusion that immediately yields inequality 8 .
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4. COMPLETENESS RESULTS
It is interesting to study when some of the PN spaces that we have
introduced above are complete.
 U .THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a closed subset of the PN space V , n , t , t1 1 1
 X U .that contains a Hamel basis for V . If the PN space V , n , t , t is1 2 2 2
  . A U .   . A U .complete, then both L V , V , n , t , t and L V , V , n , t , t are1 2 2 2 c 1 2 2 2
complete.
 4   . A U .Proof. Let T be a Cauchy sequence in L V , V , n , t , t ; inn 1 2 2 2
 .other words, for every d ) 0 there exists n s n d g N such that for all1 1
n, m G n1
d n A T y T , e - d . . .S n m 0
Because of the definition of n A, one has, for every p g A,
d n X , e F d n A T y T , e - d , 9 .  .  . .S T pyT p 0 S n m 0n m
 4  X U .so that for every p g A, T p is a Cauchy sequence in V , n , t , t ,n 2 2 2
which is complete. Therefore there exists y g V such that T p ª y forp 2 n p
every p g A. Since A contains a Hamel basis for V , every p f A can be1
represented in the form
 .n p
p s a p , i i
is1
where the p 's are in A and belong to a Hamel basis for V .i 1
w xSince both addition and product by a fixed scalar are continuous 2 , we
can define a linear operator T : V ª V through1 2
y , if p g A ,¡ p
 .  .n p n p~T [p
a y , if p f A and p s a p . i p i ii¢
is1 is1
Then T p ª Tp uniformly on A, i.e., T ª T in the strong topology of then n
  . A U .PN space L V , V , n , t , t .1 2 2 2
  . A U .In order to show that the PN space L V , V , n , t , t is complete itc 1 2 2 2
suffices to prove that the limit operator T just obtained is continuous if
 4   . A U .T was a Cauchy sequence in L V , V , n , t , t .n c 1 2 2 2
wIt follows from the uniform continuity of the probabilistic norm 2,
x  .Theorem 1 that, for every h ) 0 there exists d s d h ) 0 such that if
 X .  X X .p, q belong to V and d n , e - d , then d n , n - hr2. Now, since2 S pyq 0 S p q
 .T p converges uniformly to Tp, there is n s n h g N such thatn 0 0
 X .d n , e - d for every p g V whenever n G n . ThereforeS T pyT p 0 1 on
 X X .d n , n - hr2 for every p g V when n G n . Since T is continu-S T p T p 1 0 nn 0
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 .  X .ous, there is r s r h ) 0 such that d n , e - hr2 wheneverS T p 0n0 .d n , e - r. ThusS p 0
d n X , e F d n X , n X q d n X , e - h .  .  .S T p 0 S T p T p S T p 0n n0 0
 .whenever d n , e - r, i.e., T is continuous.S p 0
 X U .THEOREM 4.2. If the PN space V , n , t , t is complete and if the2 2 2
triangle function t maps Dq= Dq into Dq, then also the PN spaces2
  . V1 U .  . V1 U .L V , V , n , t , t and L V , V , n , t , t are complete.b 1 2 2 2 bc 1 2 2 2
 4   . V1 U .Proof. Let T be a Cauchy sequence in L V , V , n , t , t ; sincen b 1 2 2 2
  . V1 U .it is also a Cauchy sequence in L V , V , n , t , t , it converges, by1 2 2 2
Theorem 4.1, to a linear operator T in this latter space. In order to show
that T is bounded, let D be a bounded set of V , i.e., R g Dq; then one1 D
has to prove that there exists a d.f. G in Dq, such that, for everyD
p g D, n X G G . Assume, if possible, that this is not so, namely that thereT p D
X  .exist p g D and b - 1 such that n x F b - 1 for every x ) 0. By the0 T p0
 .same argument as in the previous proof, for every h - 1 y b r2, one has
 X X .  .d n , n - h for every p g V whenever n G n h . For every x ) 0S T p T p 1 0n
there is h small enough to have x - 1rh; for every such value of h one
has, in particular, for every n G n ,0
1 y b
X Xn x - n x q h q h - b q h - - 1 .  .T p T pn 0 0 2
so that T D could not be bounded, a contradiction. As a consequence, TDn
is bounded.
5. FAMILIES OF LINEAR OPERATORS
 .DEFINITION 5.1. A set of B linear operators, B ; L V , V , is said to1 2
 .be equicontinuous if, for every e ) 0 there exists d s d e ) 0 such that,
for every T g B and for every p g V , one has1
d n X , e - e whenever d n , e - d . .  .S T p 0 S p 0
 .A set B of linear operators, B ; L V , V , is said to be uniformly bounded1 2
if for every bounded subset A of V there exists a d.f. G in Dq such that1 A
RX G G for every T g B.T A A
In particular, every operator in an equicontinuous family is continuous
and every operator in a uniformly bounded family is bounded.
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In the following we shall need mappings f : Dqª Dq that satisfy some
 .  .of the properties 1 ] 5 of Section 3 and the other one:
 U .  X U .if V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t are PN spaces and B is a1 1 1 2 2 2
 .set of linear operators from V into V , B ; L V , V , then 10 .1 2 1 2
X .f n F n for all T g B and for all p g V .p T p 1
It is convenient to introduce the families
 q q  .  .  .4V [ c : D ª D satisfies properties 1 , 2 , and 10 ;B
c   .4V [ c g V : satisfies property 4 ;B B
b   .4V [ c g V : satisfies property 5 ;B B
bc   .  .4V [ c g V : satisfies properties 4 and 5 .B B
As above it is obvious that
Vbc s Vc l Vb ; Vc j Vb ; V .B B B B B B
We can now characterize equicontinuous families and uniformly bounded
families of linear operators.
 U .  X U .THEOREM 5.1. Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces,1 1 1 2 2 2
 .let B be a family of linear operators from V into V , B ; L V , V , and1 2 1 2
define a mapping f : Dqª Dq throughB
f F [ lyinf n X : T g B , p g s F . .  . 4B T p
Then
 .a f g V ;B B
 . cb B is equicontinuous if , and only if , f belongs to V ;B B
 . bc B is uniformly bounded if , and only if , f belongs to V ;B B
 .d B is both equicontinuous and uniformly bounded if , and only if , fB
belongs to Vbc.B
 .  .Proof. a This is immediate, while the proof of b is a simple adapta-
 .tion of that part b of Theorem 3.3.
 .  .c Let B ; L V , V be uniformly bounded and let F be any d.f. in1 2
q  . XD . Since s F is bounded and hence R G G , this latter beingTs F . Ts F .
the d.f. of Definition 5.1, one has n X G G which belongs to Dq.T p s F .
 q. qTherefore f F ; D .B
Conversely, let A be a bounded subset of V so that R is in Dq; since1 A
 . X  .n G R for every p g A, one has A ; s R so that R G f R gp A A T A B A
q  .D for every T g B, whence B is a uniformly bounded subset of L V , V .1 2
Now one can easily prove the analogues of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5.
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 U .  X U .THEOREM 5.2. If V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t are two PN spaces,1 1 1 2 2 2
 .and if B is a family of linear operators from V into V , B ; L V , V . Then1 2 1 2
 . ca B is equicontinuous if , and only if , V / B;B
 . bb B is uniformly bounded if , and only if , V / B;B
 .c B is both equicontinuous and uniformly bounded if , and only if ,
Vbc / B.B
 U .  X U .THEOREM 5.3. Let V , n , t , t and V , n , t , t be two PN spaces1 1 1 2 2 2
 .and let B be a family of linear operators from V into V , B ; L V , V ; then1 2 1 2
 .  4a f s max f g V ;B B
 .  c 4b f s max f g V , if B is equicontinuous;B B
 .  b 4c f s max f g V , if B is uniformly bounded;B B
 .  bc4d f s max f g V , if B is both equicontinuous and uniformlyB B
bounded.
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